
00:23:16 Rita Perea: Hi everyone! Happy Saturday! 

00:23:54 Merriman Market Analyst:       

00:25:52 Rita Perea: Gianni, I am forgetting…when do we receive the Ken Lau calculator for 

crossover zones? 

00:26:16 Merriman Market Analyst: You will receive today if Alie gets this message 

00:26:37 Rita Perea: Awesome! Thank you! 

00:27:07 Martha Geiger: You could share a link 

00:27:40 Danica Cordell-Reeh: skype. sometimes works for sharing large files 

00:28:05 Matthieu Kaiser: wetransfer.com 

00:28:48 Eleonore Charrez: and if you just put it on your website ? with the course notes ? 

00:29:01 Matthieu Kaiser: good idea 

00:43:23 vincent wang: ken liao ? 

00:44:17 vincent wang: thanks 

00:44:53 Martha Geiger: Hi guys-  I'm drawing a blank. How would I look for that prior mailing?   

Email?  What was the subject? 

00:45:19 Rita Perea: Welcome Kat Powell! We’re honored to have you here today! 

00:46:03 Martha Geiger: mwgeiger@aol.com     thanks 

00:48:41 Rita Perea: Ray, my Metastock subscription just ended. I wasn’t on the MMA 

discount plan. Can I re-subscribe to Metastock using the MMA discount? If so, how would I do this? 

Thank you! 

00:48:48 Merriman Market Analyst: It is sent to you Martha 

00:50:16 Martha Geiger: Got it! 

00:50:44 Rita Perea: Ray, I would like to renew my subscription with the MMA discount 

please. Thank you for arranging this for us :) 

00:50:46 Merriman Market Analyst: I will ned to do it for you, Rita. But our sbscriptions 

begin and renew June 27 

00:51:43 Rita Perea: Sounds great. I will wait patiently for the renewal. Thank you, Ray! 

00:52:44 Merriman Market Analyst: I will let Jeff Gbby know to renew you now 

00:53:48 Rita Perea: Very good! Thank you. 

01:04:59 Ibrahim Koné: Ray you mentioned July 6-20 as important period for BTC 

01:06:55 Martha Geiger: Any update on the coinbase potential bankruptcy? 



01:07:27 Ibrahim Koné: could show the cross over zone for ETH as it seems it is leading the 

market on the downside? 

01:08:26 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: we can't see the chart Gianni 

01:10:58 vincent wang: see ya 

01:11:25 Eleonore Charrez: Why not oïl, gold silver ? 

01:15:16 adam childs: what about Neptune going retrograde 

01:15:29 adam childs: that in about two weeks 

01:19:12 Eleonore Charrez: neptune ruling oïl, couldn't Rx neptune stop the up move and 

push it to a sideway move ? 

01:20:05 Eleonore Charrez: yes sjure, but that the market continues more to a sideways 100 

- 120 ? 

01:20:32 Vito Mijal-PAsa: first leg for this 3 year cycle might be in place , if so from Elliot wave 

point of view , it is normal for the prices to retrace back to 67 level I would have thought  before 

Marches on 

01:20:51 Eleonore Charrez: till neptune goes direct again in deecember ? 

01:24:13 Danica Cordell-Reeh: martin armstrom has crude into 2023 possibly hitting $230 

01:24:26 jeff hanus: how about the dow 

01:24:33 Vito Mijal-PAsa: 1st wave from 2020 low  I count 5 waves upward from 2020 low 

01:24:41 Eleonore Charrez: gold silver, we can ask Ray to cover next Week. Thks Gianni 

01:25:15 Vito Mijal-PAsa: so 4th wave  could be around 67 

01:26:04 Ali Alvarado Atias: 4tyh waves tend to retreat to a 4th wave of one leseer degree, 

so one needs to go into the shorter timefranmes 

01:26:23 Vito Mijal-PAsa: unfortunately Elliot  a bit  subjective , correct retrace ment  can come in 

various waves 

01:26:59 Vito Mijal-PAsa: ABC corrcetion could be Zig Zag, Expanded flat , or triangle 

01:27:37 Vito Mijal-PAsa: Spot on what she is saying 

01:28:34 Vito Mijal-PAsa: this might be 4th wave correction of  the first leg as well ofcourse 

01:29:51 Vito Mijal-PAsa: I found Downward channel as well does quite often give the termination 

point should it develop that way 

01:34:07 Vito Mijal-PAsa: if this is C it can be quite NASTY, so it is normal 87 to 92.5  before  it 

goes back up  to 120 is but the way it does this is the trick . If it is Impulse or Corrective 

01:36:29 Vito Mijal-PAsa: Not really but something to notice 



01:47:14 Vito Mijal-PAsa: Lookslike an EXPANDED flat to me KAT 

01:47:42 Vito Mijal-PAsa: working the C wave down , that s how I see on this chart 

01:48:04 Abhishek Singh: Hi Kat , Soyabeans could be an ending diagonal for 5 wave sequence 

starting Nov 2021 & push upside could be time to be careful at tops 

01:48:55 Rita Perea: Wow, Kat! Thank you for sharing your wisdom and knowledge with us 

today. Much appreciated! 

01:48:59 Vito Mijal-PAsa: This is also true Abhishek , this is where time needed to determine I 

guess 

01:49:31 Abhishek Singh: Yes Vito 

01:49:51 Eleonore Charrez: but jup goes into pisces much later in year only…. 

01:51:31 Rita Perea: Thanks Gianni! Great class today! 

01:52:33 Eleonore Charrez: well…. it will depend on Ukraine war, and how long it will last .. 

01:52:40 adam childs: Stagflation 

01:52:47 adam childs: thank you :-) 

01:52:52 Eleonore Charrez: and the longer it lasts, the more the world will move into 

division. 

01:52:53 Ali Alvarado Atias: ty 

01:52:56 Eleonore Charrez: many thnaks !!! 

01:53:06 Abhishek Singh: Thank you Gianni 

01:53:06 Yating Hu: Thank you! 

01:53:07 Ibrahim Koné: thank you all - thanks Kat for sharing was great! 


